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Why I Love Black Women
The uproar over "legitimate rape" during the 2012 U.S. elections confirms that rape remains a word in flux, subject to
political power and social privilege. Redefining Rape describes the forces that have shaped the meaning of sexual violence
in the U.S., through the experiences of accusers, assailants, and advocates for change.

Knowing Your Value
"Amongst the oil fumes and the briny dinge of the sea, greasy, tired, frustrated, I had a flash. Suddenly, I had it all figured
out-the psychology of despots and CEOs. I figured that in order for civilization to exist, people have to stay in one place, and
so it seems somehow natural that the evolution of society would be to create an illusion of motion where none exists. Faster
cars. Faster editing. Increased sensory stimulation. But all the while we are actually sitting more and more still. The
population is placated by the feeling of progress, when in reality they are imprisoned. Even if we feel or strive to be utterly
irresponsible, we're still somehow doing ourjob." Carl Watson evokes his desolation angels with great empathy and care,
but also with ruthless candor. He writes like someone who pushed himself to the wall, then pushed through it to the void
and came back with stories to tell. Here he reclaims the Seventies, one of the more desolate of recent epochs, with the
clarity of Proust, the balefulness of Bodenheim, and the raw honesty of an Iggy song. -John Strausbaugh, author of "Black
Like You" and "Sissy Nation" "CW writes like he put his thumb in the air on some two-lane American highway that used to
be an Indian Trail, where he got picked up by God. Like he has come back to the fire in the woods we have gathered around
at the end of the world with our loved ones to tell us what he saw. -Andrew Huebner, author of "We Pierce," "American By
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Blood"and "East of Bowery" With prose unfurling like cigarette smoke bleeding into that cloud of half-forgotten memories
forever shadowing missed opportunities that hangs over a noonday dive somewhere during the twilight of the last blown
century, heartbreak rock-n-roll on the radio crackling in exquisite precision between am stations and windswept interstates,
Carl Watson daydreams before silent black-and-white televisions in SRO lobbies or as he drinks himself sober in crumbling
Chicago tenements. "Backwards the Drowned Go Dreaming" explodes the bleary-eyed myth of the American road. -Donald
Breckenridge, author of "This Young Girl Passing" Carl Watson's work is desolate poetry. He writes with sharp nostalgia for a
past that really wasn't all that great. It feels like a stay in a down-and-out motel, but right on the other side of the paperthin wall is transcendence. Watson never lets you forget that even in the most desperate situations, there is humor (even if
it's mostly black) and greatness of the spirit. -Emily XYZ, "United States of Poetry"

Between the World and Me
An ethnographic study of the role of religion in the life of a southern rural community.

Fat Shame
DIVScientific research has now established that race should be understood as a social construct, not a true biological
division of humanity. In Imagining Black America, Michael Wayne explores the construction and reconstruction of black
America from the arrival of the first Africans in Jamestown in 1619 to Barack Obama’s reelection. Races have to be
imagined into existence and constantly reimagined as circumstances change, Wayne argues, and as a consequence the
boundaries of black America have historically been contested terrain. He discusses the emergence in the nineteenth
century—and the erosion, during the past two decades—of the notorious “one-drop rule.” He shows how significant periods
of social transformation—emancipation, the Great Migration, the rise of the urban ghetto, and the Civil Rights
Movement—raised major questions for black Americans about the defining characteristics of their racial community. And he
explores how factors such as class, age, and gender have influenced perceptions of what it means to be black. Wayne also
considers how slavery and its legacy have defined freedom in the United States. Black Americans, he argues, because of
their deep commitment to the promise of freedom and the ideals articulated by the Founding Fathers, became and remain
quintessential Americans—the “incarnation of America,” in the words of the civil rights leader A. Philip Randolph./div

Redefining Rape
When and Where I Enter is an eloquent testimonial to the profound influence of African-American women on race and
women's movements throughout American history. Drawing on speeches, diaries, letters, and other original documents,
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Paula Giddings powerfully portrays how black women have transcended racist and sexist attitudes--often confronting white
feminists and black male leaders alike--to initiate social and political reform. From the open disregard for the rights of slave
women to examples of today's more covert racism and sexism in civil rights and women'sorganizations, Giddings
illuminates the black woman's crusade for equality. In the process, she paints unforgettable portraits of black female
leaders, such as anti-lynching activist Ida B. Wells, educator and FDR adviser Mary McLeod Bethune, and the heroic civil
rights leader Fannie Lou Hamer, among others, who fought both overt and institutionalized oppression. When and Where I
Enter reveals the immense moral power black women possessed and sought to wield throughout their history--the same
power that prompted Anna Julia Cooper in 1892 to tell a group of black clergymen, "Only the black woman can say 'when
and where I enter, in the quiet, undisputed dignity of my womanhood, without violence and without suing or special
patronage, then and there the whole . . . race enters with me.'"

Backwards the Drowned Go Dreaming
Young black women bear all the hallmarks of a fundamentally unequal society. They do well at school, contribute to society,
are good efficient workers yet, as a group they consistently fail to secure the economic status and occupational prestige
they deserve. This book presents a serious challenge to the widely held myth that young black women consistently
underachieve both at school and in the labour market. In a comparative study of research and writig from America, Britain
and the Caribbean Young, Female and Black re-examines our present understanding of what is meant by educational
underachievement, the black family and, in particular, black womanhood in Britain.

Remaking Black Power
In this eagerly anticipated memoir, former Vice President Dick Cheney delivers an unyielding portrait of American politics
over nearly forty years and shares personal reflections on his role as one of the most steadfast and influential statesmen in
the history of our country. The public perception of Dick Cheney has long been something of a contradiction. He has been
viewed as one of the most powerful vice presidents—secretive, even mysterious, and at the same time opinionated and
unflinchingly outspoken. He has been both praised and attacked by his peers, the press, and the public. Through it all,
courting only the ideals that define him, he has remained true to himself, his principles, his family, and his country. Now in
an enlightening and provocative memoir, a stately page-turner with flashes of surprising humor and remarkable candor,
Dick Cheney takes readers through his experiences as family man, policymaker, businessman, and politician during years
that shaped our collective history. Born into a family of New Deal Democrats in Lincoln, Nebraska, Cheney was the son of a
father at war and a high-spirited and resilient mother. He came of age in Casper, Wyoming, playing baseball and football
and, as senior class president, courting homecoming queen Lynne Vincent, whom he later married. This all-American story
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took an abrupt turn when he flunked out of Yale University, signed on to build power line in the West, and started living as
hard as he worked. Cheney tells the story of how he got himself back on track and began an extraordinary ascent to the
heights of American public life, where he would remain for nearly four decades: * He was the youngest White House Chief of
Staff, working for President Gerald Ford—the first of four chief executives he would come to know well. * He became
Congressman from Wyoming and was soon a member of the congressional leadership working closely with President Ronald
Reagan. * He became secretary of defense in the George H. W. Bush administration, overseeing America’s military during
Operation Desert Storm and in the historic transition at the end of the Cold War. * He was CEO of Halliburton, a Fortune 500
company with projects and personnel around the globe. * He became the first vice president of the United States to serve
out his term of office in the twenty-first century. Working with George W. Bush from the beginning of the global war on
terror, he was—and remains—an outspoken defender of taking every step necessary to defend the nation. Eyewitness to
history at the highest levels, Cheney brings to life scenes from past and present. He describes driving through the White
House gates on August 9, 1974, just hours after Richard Nixon resigned, to begin work on the Ford transition; and he
portrays a time of national crisis a quarter century later when, on September 11, 2001, he was in the White House bunker
and conveyed orders to shoot down a hijacked airliner if it would not divert. With its unique perspective on a remarkable
span of American history, In My Time will enlighten. As an intimate and personal chronicle, it will surprise, move, and
inspire. Dick Cheney’s is an enduring political vision to be reckoned with and admired for its honesty, its wisdom, and its
resonance. In My Time is truly the last word about an incredible political era, by a man who lived it and helped define
it—with courage and without compromise.

Race, Work, and Leadership
The author explores Harlem's legacy through the lives of people who lived there, both celebrities and everyday people,
including her own experiences, in a book that looks at the growing gentrification of the culture-rich New York neighborhood.

Sexual Politics
In words and photographs, Power to the People is the story of the controversial Black Panther Party, founded 50 years ago
in 1966 by Bobby Seale and Huey P. Newton. The words are Seale’s, with contributions by other former party members; the
photographs, including many icons of the 1960s, are by Stephen Shames, who also interviewed many other members of the
party—including Kathleen Cleaver, Elbert “Big Man” Howard, Ericka Huggins, Emory Douglas, and William “Billy X”
Jennings—and supplements his own photography with Panther ephemera and graphic art. Shames, a student at the
University of California, Berkeley, first encountered and photographed Seale in April 1967 at an anti–Vietnam War rally.
Seale became a mentor to Shames, and Shames, in turn, the most trusted photographer to the party, remained by Seale’s
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side through his campaign for mayor of Oakland in 1973. Power to the People is a testament to their warm association: At
its heart are Shames’s memorable images, accompanied by Seale’s colorful in-depth commentary culled from many hours
of conversation. Admired, reviled, emulated, misunderstood, the Black Panther Party was one of the most creative and
influential responses to racism and inequality in American history. They advocated armed self-defense to counter police
brutality, and initiated a program of patrolling the police with shotguns—and law books. Published on the 50th anniversary
of the party’s founding, Power to the People is the in-depth chronicle of the only radical political party in America to make a
difference in the struggle for civil rights—the Black Panther Party.

Womanist Dictionary
Every woman lives by a code, whether she realizes it or not. It informs how she treats others and herself, how much she
expects of herself, and how far she is willing to go in order to find success. But is the code we're living by truly helping us
create the lives of purpose and fulfillment we desire? Or are we sacrificing the deeper things for mere achievement? In this
inspiring book, Sophia A. Nelson calls women to live out a powerful life code that will lead them to purposeful and successful
lives. With the wisdom that comes from experience, Nelson reveals to women · the true meaning of "having it all" · how to
take better care of their minds, bodies, and souls · how to achieve professional excellence without compromising their
values · how to find lasting love and purpose in life beyond their accomplishments · how to navigate the sisterhood of
women, to build collaboration rather than competition · how to heal from past hurts, rejection, and life's inevitable storms ·
and much more The Woman Code is a way of living, of navigating life's challenges, and of interacting positively with other
women. It's a way of pursuing our dreams and our deepest desires. It reveals a universal and timeless set of principles of
the mind, body, and spirit that help women balance the demands of work, home, family, and friendship. The Woman Code
not only calls on women to practice purpose in their lives, it shows them how to do it with grace.

Black Woman Redefined
OUR FOUNDERS understood that America was the greatest experiment on earth. And they sealed it with these words: E
pluribus Unum: "Out of Many We Are One." "America is the story of us. And us isn't doing so great right now." Says award
winning journalist and author Sophia A. Nelson. Coming on the heels of the raucous and divisive 2016 general election
campaign, Nelson attempts to give the nation an inspirational charge and lift by helping us to reclaim our founders' vision
for a united and strong America. Nelson reminds us that "we the people" are charged by our founders' to cherish life,
liberty, freedom and equality, as well as to safeguard the nation from intrusive governance. The founders' also charged our
leaders to be moral, virtuous, patriotic servants of the people. In this groundbreaking book, Nelson challenges us to live out
the call of our founding: We are ONE America. We are ONE People. We are ONE nation indivisible with liberty and justice for
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all. Pulling from our founding fathers' core principles of liberty, citizenship, morals, virtues, civic engagement, equality, selfgovernance, and, when required, civil disobedience, Nelson calls us to a higher standard. She calls us to purpose. And she
calls us to rediscover the things that unite us, not divide us. One is a book that all Americans, regardless of political party,
race, religion, or gender can embrace and share with their children and grandchildren for generations. It is a reminder
simply of what makes America great and what makes us the envy of the world. Alexis de Tocqueville said it best: "America
is great because America is good. If America ever ceases to be good, it will cease to be great." Nelson takes us on a
historical, yet very inspirational journey of not just our founding values, but the men and women who walked them out and
brought America to be the great light it is in the world over the past 240 years.

E Pluribus ONE
A timely collection of personal essays by black men from all walks of life shares their inspiring stories and views about
better community engagement, offering contributions by such figures as Al Sharpton, John Legend and Isiah Thomas.
Original.

Women Change the World
Explores the dynamic nature of Christ worship in the U.S., addressing how his image has been visually remade to champion
the causes of white supremacists and civil rights leaders alike, and why the idea of a white Christ has endured.

The Embodiment of Disobedience
A sensation upon its publication in 1970, Sexual Politics documents the subjugation of women in great literature and art.
Kate Millett's analysis targets four revered authors—D. H. Lawrence, Henry Miller, Norman Mailer, and Jean Genet—and
builds a damning profile of literature's patriarchal myths and their extension into psychology, philosophy, and politics. Her
eloquence and popular examples taught a generation to recognize inequities masquerading as nature and proved the value
of feminist critique in all facets of life. This new edition features the scholar Catharine A. MacKinnon and the New Yorker
correspondent Rebecca Mead on the importance of Millett's work to challenging the complacency that sidelines feminism.

The Divine Nine
Black Woman Redefined
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Looks at the way in which African Ameican women are treated and portrayed in the media and offers an investigation into
the lives and accomplishments of successful black women in the United States.

Reach
Rethinking How to Build Inclusive Organizations Race, Work, and Leadership is a rare and important compilation of essays
that examines how race matters in people's experience of work and leadership. What does it mean to be black in corporate
America today? How are racial dynamics in organizations changing? How do we build inclusive organizations? Inspired by
and developed in conjunction with the research and programming for Harvard Business School's commemoration of the
fiftieth anniversary of the founding of the HBS African American Student Union, this groundbreaking book shines new light
on these and other timely questions and illuminates the present-day dynamics of race in the workplace. Contributions from
top scholars, researchers, and practitioners in leadership, organizational behavior, psychology, sociology, and education
test the relevance of long-held assumptions and reconsider the research approaches and interventions needed to
understand and advance African Americans in work settings and leadership roles. At a time when--following a peak in
2002--there are fewer African American men and women in corporate leadership roles, Race, Work, and Leadership will
stimulate new scholarship and dialogue on the organizational and leadership challenges of African Americans and become
the indispensable reference for anyone committed to understanding, studying, and acting on the challenges facing leaders
who are building inclusive organizations.

Imagining Black America
A deliciously charming novel about finding true love . . . and yourself. Nothing ever happens in Little, CA. Which is just the
way Carter Moon likes it. But when Hollywood arrives to film a movie starring former child star turned PR mess Adam Jakes,
everything changes. Carter's town becomes a giant glittery set and, much to her annoyance, everyone is starry-eyed for
Adam. Carter seems to be the only girl not falling all over herself to get a glimpse of him. Which apparently makes her
perfect for the secret offer of a lifetime: playing the role of Adam's girlfriend while he's in town, to improve his public image,
in exchange for a hefty paycheck. Her family really needs the money and so Carters agrees. But it turns out Adam isn't at
all who she thought he was. As they grow closer, their relationship walks a blurry line between what's real and what's fake,
and Carter must open her eyes to the scariest of unexplored worlds - her future. Can Carter figure out what she wants out
of life AND get the guy? Or are there no Hollywood endings in real life?

Black Pain
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Despite the West's privileging of slenderness as an aesthetic ideal, the African Diaspora has historically displayed a
resistance to the Western European and North American indulgence in 'fat anxiety.' The Embodiment of Disobedience
explores the ways in which the African Diaspora has rejected the West's efforts to impose imperatives of slenderness and
mass market fat-anxiety. Author Andrea Shaw explores the origins and contradictions of this phenomenon, especially the
cultural deviations in beauty criteria and the related social and cultural practices. Unique in its examination of how both
fatness and blackness interact on literary cultural planes, this book also offers a diasporic scope that develops previously
unexamined connections among female representations throughout the African Diaspora.

White Guilt
In spite of the double burden of racial and gender discrimination, African-American women have developed a rich
intellectual tradition that is not widely known. In Black Feminist Thought, Patricia Hill Collins explores the words and ideas of
Black feminist intellectuals as well as those African-American women outside academe. She provides an interpretive
framework for the work of such prominent Black feminist thinkers as Angela Davis, bell hooks, Alice Walker, and Audre
Lorde. The result is a superbly crafted book that provides the first synthetic overview of Black feminist thought.

Bitch Is the New Black
THE NATIONAL BESTSELLER “This riveting, courageous memoir ought to be mandatory reading for every American.”
—Michelle Alexander, New York Times bestselling author of The New Jim Crow “l cried reading this book, realizing more fully
what my parents endured.” —Amy Tan, New York Times bestselling author of The Joy Luck Club and Where the Past Begins
“This book couldn’t be more timely and more necessary.” —Dave Eggers, New York Times bestselling author of What Is the
What and The Monk of Mokha Pulitzer-Prize winning journalist Jose Antonio Vargas, called “the most famous undocumented
immigrant in America,” tackles one of the defining issues of our time in this explosive and deeply personal call to arms.
“This is not a book about the politics of immigration. This book––at its core––is not about immigration at all. This book is
about homelessness, not in a traditional sense, but in the unsettled, unmoored psychological state that undocumented
immigrants like myself find ourselves in. This book is about lying and being forced to lie to get by; about passing as an
American and as a contributing citizen; about families, keeping them together, and having to make new ones when you
can’t. This book is about constantly hiding from the government and, in the process, hiding from ourselves. This book is
about what it means to not have a home. After 25 years of living illegally in a country that does not consider me one of its
own, this book is the closest thing I have to freedom.” —Jose Antonio Vargas, from Dear America

In My Time
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#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • NATIONAL BOOK AWARD WINNER • NAMED ONE OF TIME’S TEN BEST NONFICTION
BOOKS OF THE DECADE • PULITZER PRIZE FINALIST • NATIONAL BOOK CRITICS CIRCLE AWARD FINALIST • ONE OF OPRAH’S
“BOOKS THAT HELP ME THROUGH” • NOW AN HBO ORIGINAL SPECIAL EVENT Hailed by Toni Morrison as “required reading,”
a bold and personal literary exploration of America’s racial history by “the most important essayist in a generation and a
writer who changed the national political conversation about race” (Rolling Stone) NAMED ONE OF THE MOST INFLUENTIAL
BOOKS OF THE DECADE BY CNN • NAMED ONE OF PASTE’S BEST MEMOIRS OF THE DECADE • NAMED ONE OF THE TEN
BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY The New York Times Book Review • O: The Oprah Magazine • The Washington Post • People •
Entertainment Weekly • Vogue • Los Angeles Times • San Francisco Chronicle • Chicago Tribune • New York • Newsday •
Library Journal • Publishers Weekly In a profound work that pivots from the biggest questions about American history and
ideals to the most intimate concerns of a father for his son, Ta-Nehisi Coates offers a powerful new framework for
understanding our nation’s history and current crisis. Americans have built an empire on the idea of “race,” a falsehood that
damages us all but falls most heavily on the bodies of black women and men—bodies exploited through slavery and
segregation, and, today, threatened, locked up, and murdered out of all proportion. What is it like to inhabit a black body
and find a way to live within it? And how can we all honestly reckon with this fraught history and free ourselves from its
burden? Between the World and Me is Ta-Nehisi Coates’s attempt to answer these questions in a letter to his adolescent
son. Coates shares with his son—and readers—the story of his awakening to the truth about his place in the world through a
series of revelatory experiences, from Howard University to Civil War battlefields, from the South Side of Chicago to Paris,
from his childhood home to the living rooms of mothers whose children’s lives were taken as American plunder. Beautifully
woven from personal narrative, reimagined history, and fresh, emotionally charged reportage, Between the World and Me
clearly illuminates the past, bracingly confronts our present, and offers a transcendent vision for a way forward.

When and Where I Enter
In this comprehensive history, Ashley D. Farmer examines black women's political, social, and cultural engagement with
Black Power ideals and organizations. Complicating the assumption that sexism relegated black women to the margins of
the movement, Farmer demonstrates how female activists fought for more inclusive understandings of Black Power and
social justice by developing new ideas about black womanhood. This compelling book shows how the new tropes of
womanhood that they created--the "Militant Black Domestic," the "Revolutionary Black Woman," and the "Third World
Woman," for instance--spurred debate among activists over the importance of women and gender to Black Power
organizing, causing many of the era's organizations and leaders to critique patriarchy and support gender equality. Making
use of a vast and untapped array of black women's artwork, political cartoons, manifestos, and political essays that they
produced as members of groups such as the Black Panther Party and the Congress of African People, Farmer reveals how
black women activists reimagined black womanhood, challenged sexism, and redefined the meaning of race, gender, and
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identity in American life.

Black Power
Alisa Vitti found herself suffering through the symptoms of polycystic ovarian syndrome (PCOS), and was able to heal
herself through food and lifestyle changes. Relieved and reborn, she made it her mission to empower other women to be
able to do the same. As she says, 'Hormones affect everything. Have you ever struggled with acne, oily hair, dandruff, dry
skin, cramps, headaches, irritability, exhaustion, constipation, irregular cycles, heavy bleeding, clotting, shedding hair,
weight gain, anxiety, insomnia, infertility, lowered sex drive, or bizarre food cravings and felt like your body was just
irrational?' With this breadth of symptoms, improving hormonal health is a goal for women at every stage of their lives Alisa
Vitti says that medication and anti-depressants aren't the only solutions. The thousands of women she has treated in her
Manhattan clinic know the power of her process that focuses on uncovering your unique biological make up.
Groundbreaking and informative, WomanCode educates women about hormone health in a way that's relevant and easy to
understand. Bestselling author and women's health expert Christiane Northrup, who has called WomanCode the 'Our
Bodies, Ourselves of this generation', provides an insightful foreword.

Power to the People: The World of the Black Panthers
How do contemporary neo-Confederates simultaneously cling to the symbols and narratives that tether the Confederacy to
histories of racism and oppression in the United States while distancing themselves from these histories.

Hair Story
In the #1 New York Times bestseller, the former Assistant to the President and Director of Communications for the Office of
Public Liaison in the Trump White House provides an eye-opening and “explosive” (The Boston Globe) look into the
corruption and controversy of the current administration. Few were a member of Donald Trump’s inner orbit longer than
Omarosa Manigault Newman. Their relationship spanned fifteen years—through four television shows, a presidential
campaign, and a year by his side in the most chaotic, outrageous White House in history. But that relationship came to a
decisive and definitive end, and Omarosa finally shares her side of the story in this “deftly executed” (The Guardian), jawdropping account. A stunning tell-all and takedown from a strong, intelligent woman who took every name and number,
Unhinged is a must-read for any concerned citizen.

Confederate Exceptionalism
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Strong, sassy, always surprising—and titled after a Saturday Night Live “Weekend Update” monologue by Tina Fey—Bitch Is
the New Black is a deliciously addictive memoir-in-essays in which Helena Andrews goes from being the daughter of the
town lesbian to a hot-shot political reporter… all while trying to answer the question, “can a strong, single, and successful
black woman ever find love?” Fans of Sloane Crosley (I Was Told There’d Be Cake) will love the bold and brassy Bitch Is the
New Black.

The Woman Code
Women Change the World is a collection of world-changing women--from actresses, recording artists, and writers to
businesswomen and other high-profile female professionals--on women's unique contributions to society. Women Change
the World will be released in conjunction with the California Women's Conference, which offers its attendees inspiration,
resources, and connections to take the next steps in their businesses, personal development, or philanthropic endeavors.
2012's conference speakers included Marcia Cross, Donna Karen, Gloria Allred, and many others. Women Change the World
aims not only to show how women can be the heart of success, but also to inspire other women to go out and change the
world themselves.

The Myth and Propaganda of Black Buying Power
Why are women so often overlooked and underpaid? In Knowing Your Value, the prequel to her new book Grow Your Value,
bestselling author Mika Brzezinski takes an in-depth look at how women today achieve their deserved recognition and
financial worth. Prompted by her own experience as co-host of Morning Joe, Mika interviewed a number of prominent
women across a wide range of industries on their experience moving up in their fields. Mika shares the surprising stories of
such power players as presidential adviser Valerie Jarrett, comedian Susie Essman, writer and director Nora Ephron,
Facebook's Sheryl Sandberg, television personality Joy Behar, and many others. Mika also gets honest answers from the
likes of Donny Deutsch, Jack Welch, Donald Trump, and others about why women are paid less, and what pitfalls women
face — and play into. Knowing Your Value blends personal stories with the latest research on why many women don't
negotiate their compensation, why negotiating aggressively usually backfires, the real reasons why the gender wage gap
persists, and what can be done about it. Written in Mika's brutally honest, funny, and self-deprecating style, Knowing Your
Value is a vital book for professional women of all ages.

Young, Female and Black
The author writes an open "love letter" the the African-American women in his life, proclaiming his adoration and respect for
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women of color in America. 100,000 first printing.

Unhinged
From the creation of the first black fraternity at Cornell in 1906 to the present day, a fascinating history of America's nine
black fraternities and sororities explores the roles of these organizations in shaping generations of African-American
leaders. Reissue.

Harlem is Nowhere
A successful woman entrepreneur addresses the taboo of depression that pervades African-American culture, drawing on
her own experiences of suffering and recovery while counseling readers from all walks of life on how to overcome cycles of
denial and psychological pain. Reprint. 50,000 first printing.

Dear America
Looks at the way in which African Ameican women are treated and portrayed in the media and offers an investigation into
the lives and accomplishments of successful black women in the United States.

Womancode
In 1955 the murderers of Emmett Till, a black Mississippi youth, were acquitted of their crime, undoubtedly because they
were white. Forty years later, O. J. Simpson, whom many thought would be charged with murder by virtue of the DNA
evidence against him, went free after his attorney portrayed him as a victim of racism. Clearly, a sea change had taken
place in American culture, but how had it happened? In this important new work, distinguished race relations scholar Shelby
Steele argues that the age of white supremacy has given way to an age of white guilt -- and neither has been good for
African Americans. As the civil rights victories of the 1960s dealt a blow to racial discrimination, American institutions
started acknowledging their injustices, and white Americans -- who held the power in those institutions -- began to lose their
moral authority. Since then, our governments and universities, eager to reclaim legitimacy and avoid charges of racism,
have made a show of taking responsibility for the problems of black Americans. In doing so, Steele asserts, they have only
further exploited blacks, viewing them always as victims, never as equals. This phenomenon, which he calls white guilt, is a
way for whites to keep up appearances, to feel righteous, and to acquire an easy moral authority -- all without addressing
the real underlying problems of African Americans. Steele argues that calls for diversity and programs of affirmative action
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serve only to stigmatize minorities, portraying them not as capable individuals but as people defined by their membership
in a group for which exceptions must be made. Through his articulate analysis and engrossing recollections of the last halfcentury of American race relations, Steele calls for a new culture of personal responsibility, a commitment to principles that
can fill the moral void created by white guilt. White leaders must stop using minorities as a means to establish their moral
authority -- and black leaders must stop indulging them. As White Guilt eloquently concludes, the alternative is a dangerous
ethical relativism that extends beyond race relations into all parts of American life.

Catch a Falling Star
Black Feminist Thought
A revolutionary work since its publication, Black Power exposed the depths of systemic racism in this country and provided
a radical political framework for reform: true and lasting social change would only be accomplished through unity among
African-Americans and their independence from the preexisting order. An eloquent document of the civil rights movement
that remains a work of profound social relevance 50 years after it was first published.

The Memo
A humorous but informative chronicle of black hair in America looks back at the styles, myths, and grooming techniques
adopted by African Americans throughout their history. Reprint.

Between Sundays
A look at how fatness became a cultural stigma in the United States.

New Books on Women, Gender and Feminism
The linguistic aspect of Womanism offers learners values as any other social language. While most French learners get a
glimpse into the history of Napoleon and many Chinese speakers are familiar with an Asian lifestyle, English non-native
speakers like us need to understand the language in a broader scope. Since English is our shared method of
communication, we have to adapt to not just one culture, but also variants in accents or vocabularies from multiple Englishspeaking countries. Similarly, Womanism serves the same purpose among the black community. By speaking Womanism,
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they are able to understand and embrace each other's values and virtues, while making their history known to the rest of
the world.

The Color of Christ
From microaggressions to the wage gap, The Memo empowers women of color with actionable advice on challenges and
offers a clear path to success. Most business books provide a one-size-fits-all approach to career advice that overlooks the
unique barriers that women of color face. In The Memo, Minda Harts offers a much-needed career guide tailored specifically
for women of color. Drawing on knowledge gained from her past career as a fundraising consultant to top colleges across
the country, Harts now brings her powerhouse entrepreneurial experience as CEO of The Memo to the page. With wit and
candor, she acknowledges "ugly truths" that keep women of color from having a seat at the table in corporate America.
Providing straight talk on how to navigate networking, office politics, and money, while showing how to make real change to
the system, The Memo offers support and long-overdue advice on how women of color can succeed in their careers.
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